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What is the most common question you receive about angels?
The most common question I receive is how to contact your angels, how to
hear them, how to use their guidance. Working with your angels isn’t only
for intuitive individuals, but everyone has angels and everyone can learn to
communicate with them.

Can you speak about the basics of angels and the angelic realm.
An angel is a spiritual, non-physical being who serves the Divine Light by
offering us support, healing, guidance, and protection. Their sole purpose is
to be of service to anyone who needs their help. They serve God and work
for the highest good of all beings.
Angels are made of pure energy and are Messengers, Guides, Supporters
and Protectors. They can offer encouragement, bring you inner peace, and
even bring you abundance in various forms. This is because they help us to
manifest our intentions and fulfill our desires as long as these are in our
highest good.
They travel between the worlds and understand the inner working of the
laws of creation. They are our bridge between the 3D world and the unseen
worlds in between. They are here to support God’s will and all life.
They are here to help us and all humans on earth. Not only humans, they
help with ALL Life forms on the earth.
Unlike humans, they do not have their own free will. Angels who serve the
Light, don’t have their own free will. They only have God’s will that they are
In Service to. It’s always about God’s will, and they are fully surrendered to
God’s Grace. They will do whatever is necessary to ensure that God’s will
is done.

When do our angels come to us?
They come to us mainly when we need help, protection or healing. For
example, when we make prayers or invocations, they come to us,
immediately to assist and aid. In fact there are many stories of people who
are in life-threatening situations of facing death, and their angels have
gotten them out of seemingly impossible and often miraculous situations.
Often this happens when people pray and ask for help. Sometimes people
wait until they are facing death to call on the help of their angels, and their
angels always help. But wouldn’t it be amazing if we called upon them
every day? We would then receive their help on a continuous basis.
Imagine the miracles we’d experience every day of our lives.
Angels are always around us, even when we don’t realize it. But we need
to ask for their help as they always honor our free will. They are there
waiting and silently supporting us.
There are angels of music, who will come in through the sound frequencies
of the music, when we play music. When we are out in nature there are
angels who are made up of fire, water, earth, ether or are spirits of trees,
mountains, lakes, waterfalls, rivers and other bodies of nature who live in
and are part of nature, so we can find them there. Some of the spirits of
trees and other large aspects of nature are angels.
When we are doing some form of spiritual service work, angels will join in
to help us to perform and enhance the good work.

Are there guardian angels?
If our lives are stable then we may only have our one guardian angel with
us, but when we go through a hard period of time or points in our lives
where we are going through a lot of changes or need to make a difficult
decision then we might have several angels around us.
There is at least one “guardian angel” per person, but there are more highly
evolved angels that protect and guard multiple people. They would be
assigned and connected to people who need help.

Even if we don’t feel them or are not sure they exist, it’s comforting to know
that we have helpers waiting to assist us in attracting abundance, love and
happiness to our lives.
When we are caught up in the belief system or paradigm that there is only
one angel assigned to each person. Sometimes that’s the case but often
there are many more than one. We limit ourselves in the concept that we
can only have one.
For example, a spiritual teacher would have legions of angels to help
support the work they are doing. And anyone doing regular prayer or
spiritual work would have a large group of angels to support and guide
them.
When we offer service to another living being, we are not only supported by
our angels but we also are performing angelic work. Humans when we
serve God and others, are serving the angelic role and agenda.
And the deeper you go into your spiritual practice and service work, the
more angels will join your team. And the more angels on your team then
you have more protection and guidance as you go through life. The more
angels on your team there are then unlimited possibilities in manifesting
your intentions.

Do angels have their own home dimensions?
Angels have home dimensions, unless they incarnate in a human form.
They live in their own dimension and places, but have a different way of
living since it’s not in a 3D world.
Just like we live here on Earth, angels have their own planets or celestial
bodies that they live on, operate from. They are able to travel at will to
wherever their mission or work is located, since they are not confined by
our traditional time, space and continuum. They can access us and we can
access them because they live beyond time and space. They are not
limited by natural laws, they are beyond natural laws.

These are realms and dimensions of light and are celestial in nature. The
angels play out their own lives and stories, and that they are always
working for and protecting the good and betterment of all beings.
Do angels have specific roles?
Yes they do. Think about God as the sun, think about the angels as rays
coming out of the sun. Each ray has a different life stream incarnation,
purpose and intention. It could be things like abundance, peace, healing,
beauty, music, protection, relationships, harmony, justice, love, and so on.
Each individual rays compose millions of angels in that particular stream or
ray, each with a different function within the ray or stream.

